Review of broad-scale drought monitoring of forests: Toward an integrated data mining approach
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Abstract
Efforts to monitor the broad-scale impacts of drought on forests often come up short. Drought is a direct stressor of forests as well as a driver of secondary disturbance agents, making a full accounting of drought impacts challenging. General impacts can be inferred from moisture deficits quantified using precipitation and temperature measurements. However, derived meteorological indices may not meaningfully capture drought impacts because drought responses can differ substantially among species, sites and regions. Meteorology-based approaches also require the characterization of current moisture conditions relative to some specified time and place, but defining baseline conditions over large, ecologically diverse regions can be as difficult as quantifying the moisture deficit itself. In contrast, remote sensing approaches attempt to observe immediate, secondary, and longer-term changes in vegetation response, yet they too are no panacea. Remote sensing methods integrate responses across entire mixed-vegetation pixels and rarely distinguish the effects of drought on a single species, nor can they disentangle drought effects from those caused by various other disturbance agents. Establishment of suitable baselines from remote sensing may be even more challenging than with meteorological data. Here we review broad-scale drought monitoring methods, and suggest that an integrated data-mining approach may hold the most promise for enhancing our ability to resolve drought impacts on forests. A big-data approach that integrates meteorological and remotely sensed data streams, together with other datasets such as vegetation type, wildfire occurrence and pest activity, can clarify direct drought effects while filtering indirect drought effects and consequences. This strategy leverages the strengths of meteorology-based and remote sensing approaches with the aid of ancillary data, such that they complement each other and lead toward a better understanding of drought impacts.
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1. Introduction

Drought is a well-known driver of ecosystem change, yet its occurrence, effects and long-term implications are difficult to recognize and track over large areas (Panu and Sharma, 2002; Hogg et al., 2008). In forests, the reduced moisture levels and high temperatures associated with drought contribute directly to tree stress and mortality (Wang et al., 2012; Anderegg et al., 2013; Millar and Stephenson, 2015). Drought also impacts forests indirectly, by altering the frequency and severity of disturbances such as insect outbreaks or wildfire (Schwaller et al., 1986; Mattson and Haack, 1987; Meyn et al., 2007; Raffa et al., 2008; Trouet et al., 2010; Martínez-Vilalta et al., 2012). Whether these impacts are direct or secondary, insights from monitoring are typically limited in space and time and inferential in nature. Local observations may be subject to fine-scale nuances that make them unrepresentative of the larger scale. In contrast, broad-scale monitoring of impacts is usually restricted in detail unless change persists long enough to be recognized or until specific changes can be confirmed on the ground with broad-scale surveys.

Fundamentally, our ability to characterize broad-scale drought impacts flows from two types of data: meteorology-based measures and remote-sensing-based measures. Each of these data streams is constrained in its applicability for forests. A multitude of meteorology-based indicators have been developed to estimate moisture deficits in agricultural landscapes, but they may not adequately depict the effects of those deficits across species or vegetation types that exhibit diverse drought responses (Mishra and Singh, 2010; Vicente-Serrano et al., 2012; Peters et al., 2015). As forests and their constituent tree species can have widely disparate levels of drought tolerance, no single indicator is likely to capture the full range of anticipated impacts (Svoboda et al., 2004; Mishra and Singh, 2010; Martínez-Vilalta et al., 2012). For effective national- or regional-scale analysis, multiple indicators may be required (Steinemann, 2003; Anderson et al., 2011; Agahkouchak et al., 2015; Park et al., 2016).

Alternatively, remote-sensing-based measures track short-term drought responses by exploiting known differences in reflected radiation between stressed and unstressed vegetation (Peters et al., 1991, 2002; Zhang et al., 2013; Mildrexler et al., 2016). However, short-term stress may not be a sufficient indicator of drought impacts that sometimes take years to emerge (Pasho et al., 2011; Mendivelso et al., 2014; Park et al., 2016). Such slow or delayed responses can reduce our confidence in attributing observed changes to drought, as vegetation changes can result from a number of stressors, including some (e.g., insects and diseases, wildfire) that are influenced by, and therefore confounded with, drought (Westerling et al., 2006; Bigler et al., 2007; Buma and Wessman, 2011; Anderegg et al., 2015). Regardless, attribution of changes observed by remote sensing is challenging without the aid of ancillary data or modeling (Cohen et al., 2016). Even when attribution is possible, the ecological implications of direct and indirect drought effects can be convoluted, since these disturbances may constitute an important and cyclical natural dynamic at timescales that may not be recognized using remote sensing technologies (Peterson et al., 1998; Gunderson, 2000).

Drought impacts are also difficult to resolve in successionally, compositionally, or structurally complex landscapes because deciduous and evergreen trees, shrubs, and grasses that comprise these landscapes are not equally sensitive or responsive to drought (Hanson and Weltschin, 2000; Lobo and Maisongrande, 2006; Sims et al., 2014). This is especially true of recently disturbed areas, where the vegetation is in various stages of recovery, as dominant seral species may respond differently to drought through time (Sousa, 1984). Varied responses also occur in highly fragmented landscapes where forest, agriculture, and development are intermixed (Laurance, 2004; Ewers and Didham, 2006). In such places, it can be problematic to define appropriate baseline conditions for comparison to current observations.

With more than a century of recorded measurements, meteorological station data can provide a robust understanding of baseline conditions at sites, and conditions can be modeled between stations using known topography and meteorological relationships. From this context, it is possible to infer the adaptations of species to climatic regimes and their potential responses to moisture and temperature extremes. However, the relevance of historical climate can be difficult to ascertain in places where forest structure or composition have changed. Additionally, because climate conditions vary across time scales, the appropriate timespan for meaningful climatic baselines is debatable (Lamb and Changnon, 1981; Livezey et al., 2007; Wilks, 2013). Drought-associated tree mortality can sometimes cause rapid changes in forests (Mueller et al., 2005; Wang et al., 2012), but a long-term successional perspective may be necessary to discern the relative importance of observed changes over the lifespans of trees. Having a relevant temporal context is particularly critical because applicable remotely sensed data have only been available for a few decades, or roughly a third of the time that ground-station-based meteorological data have been available on a wide scale (Choi et al., 2013). While this shorter observation window from remote sensing may limit what we can glean from historical patterns of drought and drought response (Aghakouchak et al., 2015), products derived from satellite data could help to characterize similarities and differences among droughts during recent years, which might be the most relevant time period for some locations of interest.

Near-real-time drought impact monitoring has previously been implemented for agricultural and rangeland systems (Tadesse et al., 2005; Brown et al., 2008), but monitoring impacts is more complicated for forests. Neither meteorological indices nor short-term observations from remote sensing, even if used in combination, are likely to be sufficient. For forests, knowledge of both direct and indirect drought impacts, as well as their interactions, is critical (Anderegg et al., 2013; Trumbore et al., 2013), as are insights into the differing drought sensitivities of forest species and communities. Fortunately, a number of ancillary datasets are available that can enhance interpretations and improve predictions, despite the complex drivers involved. For example, landscape or vegetation maps can inform expectations of drought sensitivity. Similarly, datasets that track recent disturbances can isolate various potential causes of change. Fine-resolution datasets, such as data collected by systematic field surveys, may be required to understand specific drought impacts when integrated, these data streams can reduce the uncertainties associated with drought impacts in forested ecosystems.

In this paper, we review important strengths and weaknesses of commonly used meteorology- and remote-sensing-based mea-
sures of drought effects. We also describe several existing data sources that could yield useful ancillary information about forest responses to drought. We close by suggesting how integration of these disparate data sources may be a fertile direction for future research. While not intended to be a proof-of-concept, this synthetic direction may be a prescription for more efficient identification of drought effects in forests.

2. Existing approaches to characterizing drought

2.1. Meteorology-based measures of drought

Various combinations of precipitation and temperature measurements, usually recorded at weather stations, have been formulated into drought indices that estimate the degree of moisture deficit (or surplus) in some context. For descriptions of many commonly used indices, see Heim, 2002; Keyantash and Dracup, 2002.) Each index is typically associated with a particular class of drought: meteorological, agricultural, or hydrological. For instance, the Palmer Hydrologic Drought Index (PHDI) rebounds less quickly from moisture surpluses or deficits than the similar and more widely used Palmer Drought Severity Index (PDSI), which is generally considered a meteorological drought index (Palmer, 1965). Likewise, the related Palmer Z-index, a measure of agricultural drought, is more sensitive to short-term moisture anomalies than either the PHDI or PDSI.

Meteorology-based drought indices are ordinarily computed on a monthly or weekly time step (e.g., the Crop Moisture Index, or CMI; see Palmer, 1968; Keyantash and Dracup, 2002). Many indices are calculated using a water balance approach between precipitation and potential evapotranspiration (PET), where PET is either calculated using a simple model based largely on temperature (Thorntwhaite, 1948), or using a more sophisticated model in which PET may be influenced by changes in humidity, radiation, and wind speed (Monteith, 1965). Several prominent indices represent modifications of the PDSI in response to its perceived limitations (Alley, 1984; Karl, 1986; Gutman, 1998; Keyantash and Dracup, 2002). For instance, the Palmer Modified Drought Index (PMDI) is less volatile than the PDSI, and can more accurately capture a linear combination of temperature and precipitation effects across broad geographic regions (Heddinghaus and Sabol, 1991). The Standardized Precipitation Index (SPI) uses only precipitation data to characterize moisture conditions during multiple, well-defined time windows (Mckee et al., 1993); unfortunately, this could be a limitation in the face of increasing recognition that high temperatures magnify drought impacts on trees, and that these impacts are likely to worsen due to climate change (Breshears et al., 2005; McDowell et al., 2008; Allen et al., 2010, 2015; Williams et al., 2013; Mitchell et al., 2014; Mildrexler et al., 2016). The Standardized Precipitation Evapotranspiration Index (SPEI) is calculated for multiple time windows like the SPI, but also incorporates PET estimates (Vicente-Serrano et al., 2010). Common to all of these indices is the characterization of “normal” moisture conditions that can be compared with current conditions to determine if they depart from expectations. Generally, normal values are estimated using a long reference period (30 years or more) that is intended to sample natural variation sufficiently (Trenberth et al., 2014).

Unlike annual field crops, most trees within forest communities are tolerant of one or more years of moderate drought stress, so multi-year drought indices are probably most appropriate for forests (Panu and Sharma, 2002; Wilhite et al., 2007; Allen et al., 2010; Mishra and Singh, 2010; Niinemets, 2010). Nevertheless, few researchers have devised and regularly employed drought indices that include multi-year prior conditions of the sort needed when gauging forest impacts. Drought indices consisting of 1-, 3-, and 5-year histories have been utilized in annual national reports issued by the USDA Forest Service Forest Health Monitoring Program (Koch et al., 2013a,b, 2014; Koch and Coulston, 2015; Koch et al., 2015), but these are rare operational examples.

Meteorology-based drought indices benefit from the fact that station-based data are widely available for most portions of the US (and elsewhere), and regional data extend back in time a century or more to provide a relatively consistent climatic context within which to characterize the variability experienced by trees in most forests. A fairly comprehensive meteorological station network was in place for the continental US and Hawaii by the late 1800s (Menne et al., 2012). By comparison, satellites are expensive to launch and cross-calibrate in order to maintain a comparable continuous record (Mendelsohn et al., 2007; Lawrimore et al., 2011; Menne et al., 2012; AghaKouchak et al., 2015). However, the low spatial density of meteorological stations necessitates the use of spatial interpolation to create continuous gridded data to determine where drought is occurring and to compare with remotely sensed images. Despite significant methodological advances (e.g., Daly et al., 2002, 2008), spatial interpolation of meteorological data (particularly for phenomena that are highly variable through space, such as rainfall) is still subject to error in heterogeneous terrain and microclimates.

Meteorology-based approaches to characterizing drought have one especially important limitation: they must infer impacts rather than measure them directly. Drought indices only detect moisture deficit in a meteorological sense, and do not predict levels of drought damage or mortality in forests or any other vegetation type. This indirectness is universal, regardless of the drought index selected or of the spatial and temporal coverage provided by the stations used to calculate the index.

2.2. Remote-sensing-based measures of drought

Remote sensing can efficiently track stress responses of forests and other vegetation over large regions at high frequency (Deshayes et al., 2006), yet observed changes still need to be translated to actual impacts on the ground, such as increased tree mortality, annual growth reductions, or secondary (and potentially delayed) drought effects that include changes in wildfire occurrence or behavior as well as insect and disease impacts (Coops et al., 2009; Guindon et al., 2014). Like station data, the high temporal resolution of some remote sensing observations enables real-time or near-real-time monitoring (Zhang et al., 2013). The continuous gridded nature of remote sensing observations can provide an intrinsic advantage over interpolation-dependent meteorological indices, but the spatial advantages of remote sensing are counterbalanced by relatively brief observational histories (Choi et al., 2013; AghaKouchak et al., 2015).

For remote-sensing-based analyses, it is necessary to match the characteristics of the remotely sensed data stream to the desired spatial and temporal scales. The two Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectrometer (MODIS) sensors have relatively coarse spatial resolution (250–1000 m depending on spectral band), but their fine temporal resolution (1–2 day revisit times), seamlessness, consistency, and ease of use make them well-suited to regional- and continental-scale applications (Mildrexler et al., 2007, 2009; Coops et al., 2009). By comparison, the sensors aboard the two currently operational Landsat satellites (Landsats 7 and 8) have inherently finer spatial resolution (30 m for most spectral bands) and are part of a data record that dates to the early 1970s, but in combination can provide no better than 8-day revisitation for any given location. With this low passover frequency, areas with persistent cloud cover may only be afforded a few clear images per season, and this can confound interpretations of drought duration and severity in areas of rapid phenological change. Furthermore, direct
comparison of multi-temporal or adjacent Landsat scenes is complicated by differences in Sun-sensor geometry as well as topographic and atmospheric effects, all of which may require complex corrections (Song and Woodcock, 2003). For large-scale analyses utilizing Landsat imagery, such corrections can be laborious and computationally intensive. For example, Hansen et al. (2013) employed advanced cloud computing to correct 20 terapixels from more than 650,000 Landsat images in order to map global forest losses and gains between 2000 and 2012. Similar pro-and-con counterpoints exist for other sensors; in short, higher spatial resolution products are more challenging to scale up to regional and larger areas, but if corrected successfully, can reveal spatial details not captured by coarser resolution products.

Regardless of resolution or revisit frequency, satellite-based sensors integrate vegetation conditions across the entire grid cell at the spatial resolution of the sensor, averaging across vegetation types and plant species (Deshayes et al., 2006). The trajectory of such integrating measures across seasons has been referred to as land surface phenology (LSP, de Beurs and Henebry, 2004). Inter-annual differences in the timing and magnitude of LSP have been suggested as potential indicators of environmental change, including drought.

A variety of remote sensing indices (see Zhang et al., 2013 for a review) have been developed, but these measures only capture certain impacts of drought and other disturbance to vegetation, including forests. Initially conceived by Rouse et al. (1973) and popularized by Tucker (1979), the Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) has proven to be a fertile starting point, and many variants of this index have been devised. NDVI exploits the differential responses of stressed and healthy vegetation across the red and near-infrared wavelengths. Chief among its advantages is the normalization for differences in Sun-sensor geometry that is provided by the “difference-over-sum” format of its arithmetic construction. Although the relationship between NDVI and Leaf Area Index may be non-linear in dense vegetation like tropical rainforests (Huete et al., 2002), many remote sensing indices (e.g., the Vegetation Condition Index, or VCI; see Kogan, 1995) work by tracking changes in NDVI, under the assumption that changes in photosynthesis can be used to infer drought impacts. This approach is also used by the USDA Forest Service’s ForWarn system, which tracks various forest disturbances, including drought (Hargrove et al., 2009; Fig. 1). Notably, changes in satellite NDVI may better indicate plant health status and vigor in deciduous trees than in the evergreen foliage of conifers, which may experience a decline in photosynthesis and related plant functions without a corresponding reduction in NDVI (Gamon et al., 1995).

Most remote sensing indices compare change in the current state with a calendrically comparable period of a previous year or set of years (Peters et al., 2002). This fixed-date comparative approach makes isolating drought responses during seasonal green-up or brown-down particularly difficult, as year-to-year phenological timing often varies by a week or two (Schwartz and Hanes, 2010). Such variation can obscure recognition and measurement of the seasonal effects of drought and any other disturbance. Comparison of the current value with an historical calendric “normal” is borrowed from meteorology where expectations are not nuanced by phenology. However, as with the meteorological approach, the defined “normal” may be the local value at the same time the previous year, it may be the mean, median, or maximum value from a number of prior years, or it may be scaled to the full dynamic range of the local value (Hargrove et al., 2009). Differences in the mechanism used to characterize this normal baseline are responsible for much of the
proliferation of alternative forms of basic indices like NDVI (Zhang et al., 2013). Indeed, it may be more challenging to determine the normal, expected trend than it is to monitor the current status, whether by meteorology-based or remotely sensed impact metrics. Because short-term vegetation responses may not necessarily reflect long-term impacts (Pasho et al., 2011; Mendivelso et al., 2014), the multiple-year monitoring capabilities that remote sensing provides are critical for separating short-term drought responses from those that are delayed or long-lasting.

Remote sensing data, even high temporal or spatial resolution data, are insufficient alone to unequivocally demonstrate that drought is the causal agent of a particular change in reflectance values. Interpretation of remotely sensed products may not be straightforward, and interpretations can be complicated by both the technical aspects of the sensor technologies, as well as by the intricacies and interconnections of underlying ecological processes (AghaKouchak et al., 2013). Difficulties in interpreting remotely sensed data have been demonstrated by a recent controversy regarding the apparent green-up of Amazon forests during a severe drought in 2005 (Myneni et al., 2007; Saleska et al., 2007; Samanta et al., 2011; Morton et al., 2014). Wu et al. (2016), by combining elaborate ground and tower measurements with remotely sensed data across a rainfall gradient, found that coordinated leaf development and demography may explain large increases in ecosystem photosynthesis during dry conditions. An all-data approach such as this, where remote sensing methods are leveraged with other supplementary data streams, including ground-based measurements, may represent the most promising approach for cohesively and coherently addressing drought effects at broad scales (AghaKouchak et al., 2015; Cohen et al., 2016; Moore et al., 2016). A number of integrated wide-area monitoring systems have been developed that loosely follow this type of conceptual model, including the US Drought Monitor (Svoboda et al., 2002) and the related North American Drought Monitor (Lawrimore et al., 2002). Nevertheless, no current integrated wide-area drought monitoring system focuses specifically on drought stress in forested ecosystems.

Remote sensing provides a coarse-filter type approach. Observations are frequent, extensive, and continuous in space, but are not detailed, and average across many vegetation types. Sensors are not species-specific; instead, they integrate across all vegetation growing in an area (i.e., an image pixel) to produce a single value (Deshayes et al., 2006). Such integration may actually reduce noise, measuring the LSP signal as a repeatable, emergent property of the entire vegetated ecosystem.

3. Filtered monitoring with ancillary datasets

Remote sensors observe stress responses from all disturbances, not only from drought. These responses can be difficult to disentangle without ancillary insights. Because drought sensitivity and biotic impacts are seasonal (Hanson and Weltzin, 2000; Volira and Norton, 2006), datasets that convey changes in phenological behavior are particularly useful. Large-scale disturbance datasets, including insect and disease surveys and wildfire locations, suggest where current conditions or baselines may influence our interpretation of drought effects. Vegetation type and land cover datasets can help isolate those places that are most and least likely to provide clear indicators of drought. Integrating such ancillary datasets with meteorology-based indices and remote sensing observations can refine interpretations, and may be required to document drought impacts in forests at broad scales. In the following sections and in Table 1, we highlight some example datasets, applicable to US forests, that can help filter the drought signal from remote sensing and meteorological data (Fig. 2).

3.1. Land surface phenology datasets

Departures of LSP from seasonal expectations can provide one of the earliest indications of direct drought effects, but not in isolation. Declines in growing season productivity can indicate drought stress, particularly when they occur on drought-sensitive sites. In deciduous forests, drought may trigger early leaf senescence and the early onset of fall (Hwang et al., 2014), and drought and frost hazard may be related (Vitasse et al., 2009). While observed changes in LSP may be related to other climate and disturbance factors, LSP can be highly responsive to drought stress, particularly in locations that harbor drought-sensitive species and at drought-sensitive times of the year. NDVI is available, for example, from the two MODIS sensors globally as a standard NASA product (MOD13) at spatial resolutions as fine as 250 m and temporal resolutions as fine as 16 days, phased 8 days apart. Examples of LSP datasets are listed in Table 1.

The seasonal phenological behavior of species drive how they respond to drought over the year, and this determines how sensitive remote sensing efforts may be for detecting stress at a particular time. Conifers remain green even while dormant, potentially delaying LSP effects from drought impacts until long after the original drought events occurred. Deciduous woody plants and grasses can have extended periods of brown dormancy that can detect, mimic, or hide drought conditions (Volira and Norton, 2006). The LSP of drought-sensitive grasses in open-canopy forests, savannas, or forest edges may exhibit more responsiveness to drought than closed forests. This disparate responsiveness of land surface phenology can be isolated using ancillary data, but it can be challenging to distinguish when the remote sensing signal is responding to drought stress only, or to some other combination of disturbances. While vegetation response to drought is muted outside the growing season, winter drought can cause needle loss and reduction in net primary productivity in conifers that can be detected remotely under controlled conditions (Berg and Chapin, 1994).

Remotely sensed observations of snowpack provide a useful indicator of winter drought in portions of the West. At high elevations, reduced snowpack can lead to an early onset of spring green-up (Hu et al., 2010), although this phenological shift may also result from faster snowmelt from warmer late winter and spring temperature. Earlier green-up from a drought-associated reduction in snowpack will not be observed as stress, but as an increase in greenness, relative to expectations. Winter drought can also influence the subsequent wildfire season (Westerling et al., 2006; Littell et al., 2009) and early green-up may affect drought-associated insects and diseases (Ayres and Lombardero, 2000). While seasonal changes in LSP provide a sensitive but complex and confounded measure of stress and climate, mapping departures in LSP can improve our understanding of where drought is occurring relative to sparse meteorological stations (Table 1).

3.2. Insect and disease surveys

The insect and disease aerial survey program (IDS; see Table 1), administered by USDA Forest Service Forest Health Protection, serves as a national-scale source of geospatial data about biotic impacts triggered by drought. In some cases, IDS data also document direct impacts from drought and other abiotic disturbance agents. Under the program, geospatial features (typically polygons) depicting forest health impacts (tree mortality, defoliation, or discoloration) are delineated by surveyors, flying in light aircraft, via aerial sketch-mapping hardware and software. The surveyors assign disturbance agent codes and certain measures of the intensity of the impact (e.g., trees per acre defoliated), to each feature. IDS data are compiled on an annual basis, and so are not sources of near-real-time information.
Table 1
Ancillary geographic datasets that may refine assessments of drought impacts for the United States. These datasets can refine interpretations from coarse drought response measures, such as changes in the Normalized Drought Severity Index (NDVI), as part of an integrated “big data” approach to drought detection and monitoring.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Developers/Owners</th>
<th>Contents</th>
<th>Value Added for Drought Detection</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>National Land Cover Database</td>
<td>USGS, along with 16-class Landsat-based 30 m resolution land cover database for the United States; updated every five years; Tree Canopy product provides estimated percent canopy cover plus standard error</td>
<td>Shows vegetation and land cover types to assist estimation of drought impacts across areas with variable sensitivity; enables land cover conditional filtering of drought impacts</td>
<td><a href="http://www.mrlc.gov/">http://www.mrlc.gov/</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MODIS hotspots showing recent wildfires</td>
<td>NASA, Remote Sensing Applications Center (RSAC) and USGS</td>
<td>Thermal detection of wildfires at 1 km resolution</td>
<td>Future drought impacts in areas dependent on snowmelt water; Fire may be the final outcome of drought; separates fire effects from extreme drought effects</td>
<td><a href="http://activefiremap.fs.fed.us">http://activefiremap.fs.fed.us</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monitoring Trends in Burn Severity (MTBS) and GeoMAC</td>
<td>Remote Sensing Applications Center (RSAC) and USGS</td>
<td>Mapped perimeters of past wildfires, with burn severity estimates</td>
<td>Fire may be the final outcome of drought; separates fire effects from extreme drought effects</td>
<td><a href="http://mtbs.gov">http://mtbs.gov</a>, <a href="http://geomac.gov">http://geomac.gov</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historical Insect and Disease Survey (IDS)</td>
<td>Forest Health Technology Enterprise Team (FHTET)</td>
<td>Status of active wildfires and large prescribed burns</td>
<td>Fire progression maps show effects of near real-time drought conditions</td>
<td><a href="http://inciweb.org">http://inciweb.org</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forest Inventory and Analysis (FIA)</td>
<td>USDA Forest Service</td>
<td>Inventario forest plots in a statistical design, re-measured every 5/10 years</td>
<td>Shows long-term cumulative effects and mortality of drought</td>
<td><a href="http://fs.usda.gov/">http://fs.usda.gov/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phenology data, phenoregion maps</td>
<td>USGS, USDA Forest Service</td>
<td>NDVI and other Vegetation Indices, Statistically created maps of multivariate clusters of NDVI through time</td>
<td>Shows departure from normal timing of greenness, maps major vegetation types having similar phenology behavior, empirically determined</td>
<td><a href="http://phenology.cr.usgs.gov">http://phenology.cr.usgs.gov</a>, <a href="http://forwarn.forestthreats.org/White">http://forwarn.forestthreats.org/White</a> et al. (2005)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 2. A conceptual model of how a “big data” integration approach might be employed in a system for monitoring drought impacts in forests. Remotely sensed data, such as NDVI departure, and meteorological data, via calculated drought indices, provide a coarse indicator of drought. A more accurate sense of potential drought impacts can be derived by filtering expectations through ancillary wildland fire, insect and disease, land cover and phenology datasets; confirmation of actual drought impacts requires detailed analyses or field data, such as from Forest Inventory and Analysis (FIA) surveys.

Meddens et al. (2012) noted several additional obstacles to using the IDS data. First, the amount of forest surveyed varies from year to year, and not all forests are surveyed; flights are targeted at areas where disturbances are most likely to have occurred (according to ground reports), so some affected areas may be missed. Second, IDS polygons are delineated broadly, and they typically...
also include healthy trees. Hence, the severity of a disturbance is not reported consistently. IDS polygons are drawn by different observers having a wide range of skills and experience, introducing further variability. Efforts are currently underway to change how severity is reported (i.e., as extent of area affected instead of the density of trees affected), which should improve data consistency.

Depending on the aerial surveyor, IDS polygons could, for instance, be labeled as having been caused by drought, or instead by insect activity driven by drought; causal attribution is done from the aircraft, with limited field validation. To circumvent such ambiguities when analyzing pinyon and juniper mortality in the southwestern United States, Breshears et al. (2005) combined IDS polygons attributed to various bark beetles as well as drought. This example suggests that IDS data are probably best used to delineate localities where multiple years of forest damage and/or mortality have been linked to a complex of biotic and abiotic agents that are generally associated with drought (Huang and Anderegg, 2012). These localities could then be adopted as an appropriate setting for further retrospective analysis into relationships between the agents, using other data sources (e.g., Williams et al., 2010, 2013).

3.3. Wildland fire datasets

Although wildland fire impacts are often an indirect consequence of drought (Westerling et al., 2006), areas that have been burned are less likely to yield a consistent measure of direct drought effects than are adjacent undisturbed areas. Increases in grass or shrub cover after fire may make burned landscapes more climate-sensitive than when they were dominated by dense conifers (Vicente-Serrano et al., 2013; Sims et al., 2014), and early post-fire succession typically involves rapid changes in species that may also have different drought sensitivities. Nevertheless, existing wildfire datasets (see Table 1) can be used to isolate burned portions of the landscape, thus providing a more accurate understanding of the behavior of burned and unburned areas. As with insect and disease data, burned areas can be selectively masked out so they do not unduly influence regional-scale interpretations of drought responses, or they could be specifically targeted for evaluating the cumulative effects of drought and other disturbances.

The 2011 Texas drought and drought-associated fires illustrate how remote-sensing-based change monitoring can be better interpreted using supplementary wildland fire data. This drought was remarkable because of its severity and duration, and because of the extensive area burned during the 2011 wildfire season (Nielsen-Gammon, 2012). An estimated 6.2% of all live trees died statewide (Moore et al., 2016). Where and when they co-occur, drought and wildfire may have additive or redundant effects in reducing NDVI. For two nearby MODIS pixels in Fig. 3, the effects of fire and drought are at least partially additive. The NDVI of these two pixels tracks each other closely for years prior to 2011, suggesting they had quite similar vegetation, and the 2011 drought effects were likely identical given their proximity. However, the immediate reduction from burning and drought clearly exceeded that of drought alone, and this effect persisted through 2012.

3.4. Land use/land cover datasets

With slow rates of change, shifts in land use or land cover are unlikely to influence large-scale drought detection by remote sensing, but, over decades, many landscapes have experienced substantial urban and infrastructural development (Riitters et al., 2002; Riitters and Wickham, 2003). Logging, stand thinning, or conversion from forest to non-forest use often increases dominance by grass, shrubs, or other early-successional species that are generally more responsive to drought than are closed forests (Vicente-Serrano et al., 2013; Sims et al., 2014). In areas that have experienced these changes, baselines from long-term, remotely sensed time series may be less useful for understanding drought response, particularly when land use/land cover change has occurred gradually over a period of years. For the United States, the Landsat-based National Land Cover Database (NLCD; see Table 1) provides complete national coverage for multiple time steps (1992, 2001, 2006, and 2011), allowing analysts to distinguish patterns of land cover change that may be pertinent for isolating areas that are less likely to have a reliable drought response.

More subtle changes in forest management, crop type, or livestock grazing intensity can be difficult to track and assess. Similarly, broad-scale forest restoration that involves stand thinning, via mechanical means or prescribed fire, has the potential to reduce a forest’s sensitivity to drought by changing grass and shrub cover; yet restoration efforts are rarely extensive enough to be widely detected via moderate-resolution satellite imagery. Far less logging has occurred over the last decade on most Forest Service lands than previously (USDA Forest Service, 2015), suggesting that there was more drought-sensitive early successional habitat during the 1980s than exists in the 2000s. Conversely, as large wildfires become increasingly common in the West, extensive areas of what was once closed-canopy forest will likely become more drought-sensitive than before. Certain derived land use/land cover datasets, such as the percent tree canopy cover layer developed by the Forest Service for the 2011 NLCD (Coulston et al., 2012), may offer some insights into these landscape changes.

The usefulness of filtering drought responses by land cover type is illustrated by different sensitivities of a random sample of MODIS pixels across west Texas. Annual fluctuation in NDVI clearly varies by majority vegetation type, as filtered by the National Land Cover Dataset (Fig. 4). Grass-dominated areas have greater year-to-year amplitude in NDVI, consistent with their climate-sensitive variation in productivity. After 2010, all vegetation types decline, indicating either mortality or continued low productivity from persistent drought effects.

4. “Big data integration for understanding drought effects

Meteorology- and remote-sensing-based approaches excel at identifying and contextualizing drought occurrence, yet
quantifying specific drought impacts typically requires further assessment and data from the field. Insights from remote sensing can be improved by consideration of ancillary datasets that filter or help contextualize observed changes (Table 1; Fig. 2). Filtering by vegetation type and disturbance history may be particularly useful for determining where drought has occurred or is ongoing, and to isolate more specific drought responses. For example, areas of potential drought impacts are better revealed after filtering out areas with recent wildfire, insect and disease impacts, or by focusing on individual vegetation types, and then relating NDVI responses to the Palmer Modified Drought Index (PMDI) (Fig. 5).

The 240 m (i.e., MODIS) resolution maps in Fig. 5 show correlations between NDVI and PMDI for a 13-year period, 2000–2012. During this period, the response of NDVI to drought differed among vegetation types, but also regionally. Across most of the West and Southeast, the NDVI of conifer (Fig. 5B) and hardwood (Fig. 5C) forests decreased with worsening drought, as shown by positive correlations (yellow to red). Yet, forested portions of the Pacific Northwest and Northeast had higher NDVI values during drier years, resulting in negative correlations (green to blue). The strongest and most consistently positive correlations were associated with shrub (Fig. 5D) and grasslands (Fig. 5E), suggesting that these cover types are particularly sensitive to declines in NDVI as drought increases in severity. Thus, forests in areas with highly fragmented land cover, such as the Southeast, or open forest types with grass ground cover, as are common in the Interior West, may exhibit drought sensitivity that relates to the mixed composition (i.e., high grass proportion) of their constituent pixels. Conversely, the denser forests of the Northeast and Pacific Northwest may be less responsive to drought because grass is comparatively less extensive (Fig. 5B and C).

Correlative patterns are probably further nuanced by regional differences in drought severity during the MODIS era. While most of the West and Southeast experienced extreme variation in growing season PMDI between 2000 and 2012, the same cannot be said for the Northeast. In the Northeast, a decrease in NDVI despite increased wetness for forests and crops may have resulted from less sun or cooler temperatures during the wetter years, with extreme drought, and its expected detrimental effects, absent from the analytical period.

Fig. 4. Mean NDVI for a random sample of unburned majority forest, shrub or grass pixels within the National Climatic Data Center’s Texas Climate Divisions 1, 2, 5, and 6 (west Texas; ftp://ftp.ncdc.noaa.gov/pub/data/cirs/) using the ForWarn dataset (Hargrove et al., 2009). Note the extreme decline in NDVI during the 2011 drought that affected all vegetation types.

Fig. 5. Correlations between mean March–September MODIS-based ForWarn NDVI and mean monthly March–September Palmer Modified Drought Index (PMDI) of NCDC’s Climate Divisions for different land cover types. The cover type for each 240 m MODIS pixel was determined based on the majority type of the National Land Cover Dataset (NLCD) pixels corresponding to each MODIS pixel. Map A shows 13-year correlations (2000–2012) for all forest pixels, with areas of known disturbance from wildland fire, insects or diseases in black. The other maps show correlations for majority conifer (B), hardwood (C), shrub (D), grassland (E), and crop (F) cover types. Wildland fire was derived from MTBS.gov (2000–2012); insect and disease disturbance was compiled from USDA Forest Service Forest Health Protection Insect and Disease Survey (IDS) data. Pearson’s R correlations were based on 250,000 random points, sampled with a 1-km buffer.
Importantly, correlations are likely to be unreliable in areas that have experienced severe disturbance. In Fig. 5A and B, Western conifer forests that were disturbed (as shown in black in Fig. 5A) often showed a weaker correlation between NDVI and PMDI than adjacent undisturbed forests. In contrast, Northeastern hardwood forest disturbances, which are usually of smaller extent and shorter duration, had less impact on growing season NDVI and its correlation with PMDI, with disturbed forests remaining fairly similar to adjacent undisturbed forests (Fig. 5A and C).

As the area affected by severe disturbance increases with mega-fires and insect and disease mortality across the West in particular (Cohen et al., 2016), our ability to consistently distinguish drought stress from other disturbance effects will diminish. Using a random sample of 250,000 points, we found that 20.4% of the continental US forest area was mapped as disturbed by wildfire, insects, or diseases between 2000 and 2012, and this may be a conservative estimate given limitations of mapping (estimated using IDS, MTBS, and GeoMAC data; see Table 1). Disturbance or recovery responses may either dominate the signal or subtly alter the drought sensitivity of sites over time. For example, a gradual increase in NDVI associated with post-disturbance succession and recovery may overwhelm reductions in NDVI caused by moderate drought (Fig. 3). By masking out disturbed forests, however, the response of the remaining areas is more likely to be caused by direct drought effects (Fig. 5A). Analysis can be further filtered to focus on the subset of remaining areas that have experienced measurable drought stress according to one or more meteorological indices.

4.1. The role of fine-scale monitoring

Broad-scale drought monitoring from meteorological indices or remote sensing has limits, and most detailed drought impacts can only be addressed through focused finer-scale observations. For monitoring efficiency, insights from broad monitoring can help prioritize areas for detailed investigation. Such targeted efforts might consist of detailed mapping of specific locations of interest using high-resolution imagery in the United States and other countries with national forest inventories (McRoberts and Tompoo, 2007). Effects can then be confirmed or refined with systematic field-based monitoring of species or vegetation responses. Such field observations only become available several years later than meteorological station or remote sensing data streams. However, field-based monitoring directly tracks indicators such as tree growth and mortality that can provide a reasonably precise picture of forest status.

For example, the US Forest Service Forest Inventory and Analysis (FIA) program administers an annualized system of field plot inventories. Under this system, first implemented in the late 1990s, plots are re-measured systematically on a cycle ranging from five (eastern United States) to ten years (western United States). Thus, in the western United States, one-tenth of the established FIA plot locations in any given state are sampled each year. These annual samples attempt to be free of geographic bias (Shaw et al., 2005), appear to be sufficient for annual time series analysis of forest growth and mortality, and are able to detect relatively low levels of some types of forest change (Shaw et al., 2005). However, it may be impractical to link a short-term (e.g., single-year) drought event to mortality or other impacts observed on a plot, since the exact timing of that impact (i.e., exactly when during the several years since the plot was last visited) cannot be determined (Liknes et al., 2012). Multiple-decade trends typically must be studied using a combination of annualized and older periodic inventory data between which there may have been substantive methodological differences.

Because of their sampling density (roughly one plot per 6000 forested acres), FIA data may be unable to detect impacts that are patchy in nature, even if they are manifested over a relatively large geographic region (Liknes et al., 2012). Unfortunately, drought-induced tree mortality is often patchy (Allen et al., 2010). Despite this limitation, Gustafson and Sturtevant (2013) concluded that a drought-induced tree mortality signal in the upper Great Lakes region could be uncovered using FIA data. Gustafson (2014) similarly used FIA data to construct predictive models of drought-induced tree mortality (based in part on correlation with the PDSI and SPI) in the northeastern US. He found that the reliability of these models varied substantially. In particular, models for drought-intolerant tree species performed most poorly. Gustafson hypothesized that this may have occurred because long drought periods did not occur in the Northeast during the period when FIA inventories were available.

Ultimately, the best use of FIA data may be for retrospective and/or confirmatory analyses linking tree mortality and reduced growth to drought. FIA data might be used in concert with a variety of other data sources, including tree-ring data, remote sensing, meteorological drought index maps, and others. A number of studies have employed this multivariate approach (e.g., Shaw et al., 2005; Klos et al., 2009; Dietze and Moorcroft, 2011; Williams et al., 2013), albeit on a limited scale. Through specially commissioned FIA re-measurement surveys, it may be possible to quantify areas experiencing major forest impacts in terms of trees lost and extent of the affected area, as was done by the Texas A&M Forest Service after the exceptional Texas drought in 2011, with use of MODIS-based ForWarn data products (Nielsen-Gammon, 2012; Moore et al., 2016).

We have heretofore argued that spatially coarse- but temporally fine-resolution satellite data (e.g., from the MODIS sensors) are well suited to serve as the primary remote sensing data stream in a system for monitoring broad-scale drought occurrence and impacts in forests (see Fig. 2). The value of these data comes from their efficiency, expediency, and relative seamlessness. By comparison, the difficulties of processing and applying finer-resolution satellite data (e.g., from the Landsat sensors) in a wall-to-wall fashion for large geographic areas render them far less practical for broad-scale and near-real-time monitoring. Nevertheless, finer-resolution remotely sensed data, like FIA data, can fill a crucial investigative role with respect to drought and its relationship with forest health and mortality. For instance, McDowell et al. (2015) proposed a global-scale framework for vegetation disturbance monitoring that combines MODIS data with Landsat (and other data sources) that are better for analyzing localized disturbances; the researchers argued that multi-scale analysis is necessary to detect subtle, slow-developing changes, such as might be caused by increasing temperatures under a changing climate. Cohen et al. (2016) highlighted another way Landsat data could be employed retrospectively for broad-scale forest disturbance analysis. They employed TimeSync, a software package and approach for collecting disturbance data and analyzing time series of Landsat data, to interpret 7200 pixels selected via a two-stage, stratified random sampling process. Scaling up these interpretations to characterize conditions in the conterminous U.S. between 1985 and 2012, they found that forest decline had surpassed forest harvest by the mid-1990s.

Besides Landsat, other fine-resolution data could also serve as fruitful sources of information about drought impacts in forests. Asner et al. (2016) used a combination of airborne laser-guided imaging spectroscopy (i.e., High-Fidelity Imaging Spectroscopy, or HfIS), satellite and environmental data, and geostatistical modeling to assess changes in the canopy water content of California's forests between 2011 and 2015. Their maps of progressive canopy water stress identify locations of at-risk forests, and they predict substantial future forest changes if current drought conditions persist with climatic change. Like the previous examples, the work
described by Asner et al. (2016) illustrates the potential value that some finer-resolution remotely sensed data may have for filtering a more synoptic, yet coarser-resolution, remotely sensed data stream (as well as a meteorological data stream) in our proposed drought monitoring system (Fig. 2).

4.2. Advancing "big data" science

Wide spatial coverage and frequent, multi-year temporal sampling are powerful strengths of remote-sensing-based approaches to the analysis of drought effects. It is not possible to do experiments on drought at the landscape scale. The extent is too large to randomize, to replicate, or to apply droughts as experimental treatments (but see the Walker Branch Throughfall Displacement Experiment near Oak Ridge, Tennessee, described by Hanson et al., 2003). Nonetheless, an inability to apply the classical scientific method does not prevent a remote sensing approach to drought effects from making progress (Hargrove and Pickering, 1992). Scientific progress on drought effects at large scales is simply limited to inference, based on what we can see happening. In this, broad-scale monitoring of drought is similar to astronomy, in which rich observation without the possibility of direct manipulation may be the only avenue for advancement.

A filtering approach that carefully considers both vegetative and climatic conditions can leverage the strengths of extensive data collected with remote sensing to best advantage. The identification of past situations whose drought outcomes might be informative or discriminating forms the keystone of this approach. A cycle starting with the postulation of an hypothesis, followed by identification and selection of relevant past “natural” experiments, followed by observation of the outcomes that resulted could be expected to produce inferences about the general principles at work. Such inferences would, in turn, result in refinement or rejection of hypotheses, beginning the cycle anew.

Such context-based learning, involving the isolation and examination of relevant prior circumstances, would leverage the availability of “big data” volumes of historical observations. Essentially a form of empirical data mining, this type of time sequence approach is sometimes called space-for-time substitution, a technique that has been successfully employed elsewhere in large-scale ecology (Pickett, 1989). Fig. 5 demonstrates the utility of such a filtering approach by showing the differential responses of various vegetation types to drought.

Empowered by ancillary datasets, powerful post hoc opportunistic analyses of drought may be possible when advantage can be taken of past droughts that are embedded within these specific relevant contexts of particular past times and locations. Such observation-based approaches carry with them the dangers of pseudoreplication, or at least an inability to replicate at will (Hurlbert, 1984). Nevertheless, a strategy of coarse filtering by vegetation type, antecedent conditions, and drought severity (e.g., as determined using meteorological indices) could obtain targeted insights based on the weight of evidence from past outcomes. Searching an extensive database of observations for the occurrence and review of particularly relevant chronosequences in time and space might be an effective way to make observation-based progress in our understanding of drought effects.

While remote sensing is invaluable for mapping drought responses at finer resolution than is possible from weather station data or gridded meteorological models, remote sensing approaches are sensitive to much more than drought. As suggested in Fig. 2, that breadth can be managed by incorporating the meteorological data stream – essentially as a first filter – and then further filtering expectations using phenological and disturbance datasets. Some of those datasets are especially useful for addressing and monitoring indirect drought effects, such as from wildfire, insects, or diseases over time. The general strategy is empirical, allowing patterns to emerge passively from the data. Despite their neutrality and passive observational nature, space-for-time filtering approaches can generate large numbers of testable hypotheses for subsequent iterations of conditional testing (Tilman, 1989).

Unambiguous establishment of causation (even in a limited pragmatic sense of learning to recognize correlated antecedent conditions) is difficult using these observational methods. With drought, however, this difficulty in separating proximate from ultimate drivers may not matter. Managers may be satisfied to monitor combined cumulative primary and secondary drought effects, unless they feel that they possess management options that would be effective against one or more of the separated drivers. Otherwise, in practical terms, it is the sum total of the cumulative effects that act to reduce the productivity of their forests.

Many of the newest generation of remote-sensing-based drought monitoring systems (e.g., the Vegetation Drought Response Index, or VegDRI; see Brown et al., 2008) are adopting such multivariate approaches. These approaches appropriately mirror the multivariate nature of drought effects and impacts themselves. Combined with ground-based sampling and monitoring data, such a hybrid approach can inform and enlighten our understanding of drought effects on forests.

5. Conclusions

There is much recent interest in understanding how drought affects forests, in part because drought and drought-associated disturbances are expected to increase with climatic change (e.g., Breshears et al., 2005, 2009; Westerling et al., 2006; Adams et al., 2009; Allen et al., 2010, 2015; Carnicer et al., 2011; Anderegg et al., 2012; Martínez-Vilalta et al., 2012; Millar and Stephenson, 2015; Clark et al., in press). Existing technologies and monitoring systems allow us to anticipate where drought stress and potential impacts to forests are likely to occur, yet our ability to systematically and accurately recognize precise drought impacts is limited. Ideally, we would address drought impacts to forests at a resolution that is useful for preventative or remedial action. For some purposes, that scale is regional, but for the purposes of restoration or ensuring resilience, the need is often local. As relevant datasets become more prevalent and improve in quality, more aggressive use of big data can help build that contextual understanding.
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